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Message from the SCCTM President

Dear SCCTM Members,
On behalf of the SCCTM Board, I would like to express appreciation to all the authors for sharing their
knowledge and expertise by writing for The MathMate. I would also like to recognize and thank Chris
Duncan for his leadership as The MathMate Editor and the reviewers for their careful reviews and
consideration of the authors’ work. We hope you will continue to share with our membership by writing
about your successful lessons, memorable and engaging activities, and most effective classroom-based
strategies.

The MathMate serves as our vehicle to connect us and help us learn from one another as we collectively
strive to ensure all students have access to high quality mathematics education. Without your
submissions, we lose this wonderful opportunity to share and learn from one another.

Here's to making a difference in the teaching and learning of mathematics.

Sincerely,
Marc
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Announcements

Award Nomination Deadlines:
Outstanding Contributions to Mathematics Education Award
Nomination deadline: July 15
scctm.org/Awards
Richard W. Riley Award
Nomination deadline: July 15
scctm.org/Awards
Scholarship Deadlines:
Preservice Scholarship
Applications deadline: September 15
scctm.org/scholarships
Educator’s Scholarship
Application deadline: September 15
scctm.org/scholarships
Membership News:
Renew your NCTM membership online and designate South Carolina Council of Teachers of
Mathematics for the affiliate rebate.

If you would like your announcement to appear in the next issue of The MathMate, please email all
information to SCMathMate@gmail.com. Announcements will be published at the discretion of The
MathMate Editorial Board.
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Message from the Editor

This issue of The MATHMATE contains three articles. The first describes a very fun looking and
educational in-class, lab-type activity involving the use of an herbal tea which alters the taste of sweet
foods. Next, we have an article which describes a sports-bracket themed competition which can be
used in class to support the Read to Succeed initiative. Finally, I’ve published, with permission, an
article from NCTM which illustrates a process by which a teacher and a group of students approached
making sense of the relationship between complex and real roots of quadratics.
The journal welcomes your contributions. Please consider contributing interesting and / or useful
classroom activities, instructional strategies, and encounters in order to share with SCCTM’s
members. In order to encourage more submissions, the board recently approved a measure which
will give a one year SCCTM membership to the primary author of a published article. Additionally,
anyone who submits an article (eventually published or not) will be entered into a drawing for a one
year SCCTM membership. So, in addition to sharing your experience and expertise with our readers,
you may now receive a membership benefit.
I hope you enjoy this issue. Please send comments, questions, or concerns to the journal’s email
address: scmathmate@gmail.com
Enjoy!
Chris
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Math Hits the Sweet Spot
Lisa Pike
Francis Marion University
Abstract
Using an herbal tea to make sugary foods taste like dry chalk, 3rd-6th grade students rank sweetness of candy and
then average and graph results. The focus of this hands-on exercise is graphing, and the Science and Engineering
Practice of analyzing and interpreting data.

Introduction
“Now you must eat this candy”—words my elementary school teachers spoke…never. This
exercise changes all that by instantly engaging 3rd-6th grade students in a scientific investigation of taste
as a way to learn and reinforce graph-making skills. Adapted from an undergraduate neuroscience
laboratory by Schroeder and Flannery-Schroeder (2005), it focuses on the science concept of how and
why we taste as a way to reinforce the mathematical concepts of graphing and number literacy. It is a
perfect lesson to accompany Halloween, Valentine’s Day, or to use as a sweet treat (pun intended) when
starting or extending a unit on graphing, averaging, or data collection. The first part of the lab is about
collecting data on how sweet or sour different candies taste; the last part will include graphing and
drawing conclusions about the function of our taste buds. This is a great example of interdisciplinary
collaboration as well – get your science and ELA teachers involved and show, by example, that math is an
integral part of all subjects.
Background
There are five primary tastes, which are bitter, sour, sweet, salty, and “umami”. The first four we
recognize, and students can identify them when asked; the fifth can be described as savory or meaty.
There are not special areas of the tongue specific to certain tastes, so the tongue map of yore (remember
using cotton swabs and lemon juice or coffee to test different areas of the tongue?) isn’t looked at with
validity anymore (Fischer and Madden, 2011). Instead, taste cells are clustered within the taste buds on
the tongue. Taste buds live about ten days, and are constantly replaced, though as you age regeneration
slows down so that while you are born with about 10,000 taste buds you have fewer after age 60 (Fischer
and Madden 2011; Schroder and Flannery-Schroeder, 2005). When you coat your tongue with milk, you
can see small and large bumps; the larger rounded bumps are the papillae that contain taste buds, which
in turn contain 50-150 taste cells, each of which can detect more than one taste (Smith and Margolskee,
2001). When you eat or drink, taste cells are stimulated by food molecules, and send nerve messages to
the brain, where specific tastes are identified. Smell is important too, which is why individuals who have
lost the sense of smell do not perceive flavor very well. If the channel between your throat and nose is
blocked, like when your nose is stuffy, odors can’t reach sensory cells in the nose. As a result foods tend
to taste bland (remember the other classic test of tasting different colored jelly beans, with eyes closed
and nose plugged, and guessing the color/flavor? This test still works).

Pre-Class Preparation
Make tea from Gymnema sylvestre leaves (a 1 pound bag is $14). Steep ¼ cup dried leaves in 1
quart boiling water for 10-15 minutes, then strain, and serve cool. I keep a hot pot and drink pitcher in the
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lab, and make the tea 1-2 hours (not more) before I need it. Effects last about thirty minutes. You will
want two types of candy (M&Ms and sour skittles or sweet tarts), water, tea, post-it notes, and paper cups.
Identify students who may have food allergies (to wheat, nuts, etc.) or phenylketonuria (a condition which
is worsened by eating aspartame / phenylalanine) and check food ingredient labels before lab. These
students can act as data recorders, or you can find a sweet (containing sucrose) that they can eat.
The “5E” model
The 5E learning cycle was first developed in 1987 by the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study (the BSCS)
as a method to promote hands-on and collaborative learning. It is a type of Inquiry-Based learning, and
emphasis is placed on using evidence to back up conclusions (rather than the rote memorization of
facts). The 5E’s are: Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend, and Evaluate, and they are meant to go in this
particular order. Teachers start the lesson by creating interest and curiosity, with demonstrations,
activities, and questions, and the content, the “Explain”, comes after - in Biology, we call it “Lab before
Gab”. Students work together to solve a problem or perform an investigation, after which the teacher will
encourage students to explain the concepts learned in their own words, and will use the experience as a
basis for explaining concepts and introducing vocabulary, then will help students extend the concepts or
skills to new problems. This is, in fact, the crux of the method: that people learn best by adding new
information to bits of information, or experiences, they already have.
First step-Engage
The “engage” part of this activity is easy: supply your kids with candy and you are ready to go.
Actually, I begin by discussing food—what do my students like to eat? Dislike? Many children avoid bitter
tastes; this may be an adaptive trait that will help you avoid toxins. Conversely, a reason we love sugary
foods is linked to our evolutionary history (eating sugar increased survival in starvation ridden times
millions of years ago).
Now ask your students how they taste food—what senses are involved? Does a food taste the
same every time you eat it? If no one mentions how food tastes different when you have a head cold,
lead the discussion in this direction. Next, I tell my students that we are going to “eat in class” – we will
taste a few foods, but they need to only taste what I tell them to, when I tell them to. I give the students

Figure 1: The class develops a histogram of the taste ratings using post-it notes -- a quick way to generate a graph. This is
qualitative data.
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an M&M candy and ask each student to rank it in terms of how sweet it is using a 0-10 ranking, where 10
is the sweetest thing you have ever had, and 0 is not sweet at all. Because I’ve had trouble with students
wanting to “one up” each other before, I have them privately and simultaneously write their ranking on a
post-it note, and then bring the post-it up front where we make a mock frequency histogram on the white
board using the post-its (Figure 1). We will eat another bite, ranking it for the “sour” taste, then discuss
the variation amongst our classmates in terms of how strongly some ranked an item. At this point I define
“qualitative” data as data that is more subjective – like saying something is “sweeter” in taste that
something else, and, depending on things (like if you have a head cold), people might differ in opinion.
It’s not quantitative, like temperature, where you have a thermometer that reads a specific number, or a
scale that measures mass, or measuring the length of a board with a meter stick. But, we can turn this
example of qualitative “sweetness” into something quantitative by asking students to rank the candy on
a sweetness scale – we can collect numerical data.
And here is where the math begins. I’ll ask the students to look at the frequency histogram and
come up with a mean rank for “sweetness”, a range, and we can talk about variation around the mean.
We can talk about how we made the histogram – what variable is independent, dependent, which gets
placed on the X axis, and so forth. To go further, I ask the students if we can use this data to predict – say,
if we all plugged our noses as we tasted/ranked, would we expect the curve to shift right or left? I then
let the students create a histogram for their “sour “ranking, and calculate the mean and range.
Step two-Explore
Now that we know what to do, we begin the exercise in earnest. I tell them that I am
going to give them a second type of candy, a sour skittle, and I want them to rank the candy as to
sweetness, and then for sourness. Once we have our rankings I tell them that I am going to give them a
special tea to drink, and then we will rank the same candies, in the same order, again. Students take a
mouthful of tea, swish it around in their mouths for 30-60 seconds, and then swallow it. It’ll taste like
dirty socks, but that is half the fun. Prepare yourself – wear earplugs (Figure 2). After drinking the tea, the
students will taste and re-rank the M&Ms – and they will taste horrible! Dry, sandy, chalky, gritty are
words I’ve heard and used to describe the taste – it is an immediate reaction, and loud (Figure 3). After,

Figure 2: (Left) Students are game to taste the tea. (Right) Students have tasted the tea and respond appropriately.
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Figure 3: (Left) After drinking the tea, students taste M&Ms again. (Center) The M&M’s will taste chalky, gritty, and dry. They
won’t taste sweet! (Right) The reaction to the unsweet sugary M&Ms is immediate and loud – and memorable.

rinsing their mouths, students taste and rate the sour candy, which actually tastes slightly more sour than
before. The best part, besides the fact that the students will remember this lab for the rest of their lives,
is that now you have numbers and can make pre-tea and post-tea ranking graphs (Figure 4) and use your
data to generate a conclusion as to how the tea works.
The Science and Engineering Practices (SEPs) should be integrated throughout the year into all
disciplines, not just science. With this exercise you can focus on experimental design, data collection and
analysis, and constructing and communicating our explanations (Table 1, appendix). We discuss variables:
did everyone take the same amount of tea, and hold it in their mouths the same amount of time? What
about candy color--would it make a difference if you tasted blue M&Ms before the tea, but a red or green
one after? These are controlled variables (our constants). Only one thing should be different (our
independent variable - pre-tea versus post-tea tastings). After collecting our data, we determine means,
range, and look at variation. How will we make our graph – what goes on the X axis, and so forth? Then
we try to explain what happened, doing research, writing descriptions and procedures, drawing models
of the tongue and taste buds to help explain (Figure 5).

Figure 4: Pre- and Post-Tea ratings of sweet and sour for M&Ms (Left) and Sour Skittles (Right).
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Figure 5: An example of a sixth grader’s model to help explain how the tea affected her taste buds.
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Step three-Explain
This exercise works well if you can coordinate with your science teacher. Perhaps you do the
tasting and explain pieces in science class, and make graphs and talk about the data in math class. Taste
cells have many different receptor proteins, so one taste cell can respond to more than one taste, though
a particular cell may respond more strongly to a one of the five tastes, more weakly to another. It is like
a lock and key - normally, a receptor protein (the lock) in the tongue’s taste buds will bind with the food
(the key), sending a signal to the brain that you are tasting “X” flavor. So why aren’t we tasting sweet
after drinking the tea? Gymnema tea most likely inhibits this process by binding with the protein receptor,
and not leaving room for the sugar to bind (a lock plugged by clay).
Step four-Elaborate
How is the sense of taste useful to our lives? Your nervous system is designed to help your body
stay within the range of conditions where survival is possible. For eating, this means stable blood nutrient
levels. Brains that remember signals and their effects, and act appropriately, are naturally selected for.
Because tastes are associated with good things (nutrition and energy) and bad things (poisons), a nervous
system that can distinguish among tastes is important (Breslin, 2013). Explain that the taste of “yummy”
foods – with sugar and fat, both life-sustaining molecules, causes the tongue to swallow, the salivary
glands to produce saliva, the pancreas to produce insulin, and the stomach to start producing digestive
enzymes (Breslin, 2013). Ask your students to describe how their body reacts to a “yucky” taste--there
are some innate reflex reactions that occur, like shaking your head rapidly and flailing your arms (Breslin,
2013).
How is being able to tell a food is poisonous after a quick taste—and remember and associate
that taste with poison—an advantage? Taste aversion is meant to prevent repeat consumption thus
avoiding further poisoning. Millions of years of evolution has heightened our ability to detect the bitter
taste of many poisonous substances, before it’s too late, and in the same way survival is increased by
recognizing that sweet signals energy-rich foods. Ask “would natural selection favor the inability to taste
sugar?” What if you can’t taste at all – how would this affect survival?” And “are there any advantages
to being able to inactivate sweet receptors? “ Some students may be able to articulate that if a sweet
tooth can lead to obesity, then making sugary foods taste gross may help someone lose weight. You might
also add that cats have a mutation and can’t taste sweet – they are indifferent to fruits for example. If
sweet signals energy rich carbohydrates, how might this affect cat survival?
Step five-Evaluate
To practice graph-making skills, I give students a “fake” data set on a sour taste inhibitor, and ask
them to describe the variables, graph, and interpret the results. You can also show graphs of “mystery
foods” and ask students to identify the food based on the taste profile.
Conclusion
This exercise teaches graphing, averaging, and data collection. You can collect data and make
pre-tea and post-tea ranking graphs in one class period and you can use it as part of an interdisciplinary
lesson on taste or food. It exemplifies the science and engineering practices of data collection and
analysis, and it is just plain fun – a sweet treat in math class!
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Appendix
NGSS Standards

4-LS1-1. Construct an argument that plants and animals have internal and external structures that
function to support survival, growth, behavior, and reproduction.
4-LS1-2. Use a model to describe that animals receive different types of information through their
senses, process the information in their brain, and respond to the information in different ways.
Common Core Standards

CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.3.MD.B.3 Draw a scaled picture graph and a scaled bar graph to represent a
data set with several categories.
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.3.OA.C.7 Fluently multiply and divide within 100, using strategies such as
the relationship between multiplication and division.
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.6.SP.A.2 Understand that a set of data collected to answer a statistical
question has a distribution which can be described by its center, spread, and overall shape.
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.6.SP.A.3 Recognize that a measure of center for a numerical data set
summarizes all of its values with a single number, while a measure of variation describes how its
values vary with a single number.
South Carolina College-and-Career-Ready Standards for Mathematics

3.NSBT.3 Multiply one-digit whole numbers by multiples of 10 in the range 10 – 90, using
knowledge of place value and properties of operations.
3.ATO.7 Demonstrate fluency with basic multiplication and related division facts of products
and dividends through 100.
3.MDA.3 Collect, organize, classify, and interpret data with multiple categories and draw a
scaled picture graph and a scaled bar graph to represent the data.
6.DS.2 Use center (mean, median, mode), spread (range, interquartile range, mean absolute
value), and shape (symmetrical, skewed left, skewed right) to describe the distribution of a set
of data collected to answer a statistical question.
6.DS.3 Recognize that a measure of center for a numerical data set summarizes all of its
values with a single number, while a measure of variation describes how its values vary with a
single number.
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6.DS.4 Select and create an appropriate display for numerical data, including dot plots,
histograms, and box plots.
6.DS.5 Describe numerical data sets in relation to their real-world context.
Science and Engineering Practice

Classroom Connection

Planning and Carrying Out
Investigations



Analyzing and Interpreting Data





Using Mathematics and Computational
Thinking

Constructing Explanations and
Designing Solutions

Identify independent, dependent, and controlled
variables for the taste test experiment.
Collect, transform, and analyze data.
Calculate mean and range of the data sets.
Graph average taste ranking versus pre- and post –
drinking of the tea (a sweet taste bud inhibitor).
Using data collected in the classroom, argue that the
inability to taste may influence survival.

Table 1: Math and Science content and practice standards.
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“Math Madness”: A Project to Combine High School
Mathematics, Literacy, and Sports
Alivia Burrows Davids
Lugoff-Elgin High School
University of South Carolina

Abstract
This article introduces “Math Madness”, a research project and competition for high school math classrooms that
also supports the Read to Succeed initiative. “Math Madness” focuses on the South Carolina College and Career
Readiness (SCCCR) standards for Algebra 1 and Geometry.

When you think of high school mathematics, topics that come to the mind might be solving
equations, quadratics, triangles, or congruence. A topic that probably does not come to mind is literacy.
In my first year of teaching, I was thrown the task of making high school mathematics and literacy combine
in ways that I did not think was possible. Could it be done and could it be fun?
Because of Read to Succeed, the reading reform policy enacted in 2014, South Carolina schools are
required to have some kind of reading initiative to monitor students’ progress and allow interventions
when needed. In the 2017- 2018 school year, over 4000 third grade students failed the SC Ready reading
test. (Bowers) Read to Succeed was enacted to help raise the pass rate of state reading tests in SC. Each
school can have their own reading initiative and at my school, students are required to read a book that
pertains to our course and then write a paper either based on teacher-determined questions or an essay
topic. For my Algebra 1 and Intermediate Algebra classes that I taught in the fall of my first year, I followed
this plan, reading An Abundance of Katherines by John Green, and had students answer questions I
created. Once the spring semester started and I began teaching three sections of Geometry, I noticed that
when I first brought up the idea of reading a book, I was met with a big “push-back” from my students.
They were tired of reading in their classes, especially in classes where they did not see the
“purpose”. This is where my idea of a new way to implement the literacy initiative came to light.
I am an avid sports fan, not only because of the competitive nature, but for the real world applications
of mathematics they give us. When I was first trying to come up with a different way to follow our literacy
plan without reading a hardback book, the South Carolina Gamecocks men’s basketball team was playing
the Auburn Tigers (ESPN). During the game, the television panned to the “March Madness” bracket for
the basketball national championship. It was then that I found my new implementation of the literacy
initiative. “Math Madness” was a project that allowed my students to compete with each other, research
topics they had covered in at least one math class, and write about that research.
The concept is simple. Students pick a topic from either the Algebra side or Geometry side of the
bracket. (Figure 1) I give them two weeks to research as much information as possible, giving prompts
such as inventors, era of invention, real world importance, applications, etc. Their first rough draft is due
after the two weeks. I hand out topics in the middle of February to allow my students time to research so
that when we start the competition, we follow closely with the pace of the actual “March Madness”. Once
the rough draft is in and I feel the students have enough information, the competition begins.
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Figure 1: “Math Madness” bracket hung in the classroom. After each Friday’s arguments, students voted on the topic most
applicable or “better”. Topics that won the round moved on to face a new topic each week.

The first Friday is dedicated to the initial arguments against each other. Students stand at the front
of the class based on the topics they have been researching and who they are competing against. They
must then present an argument that states why their topic is better than the one they are competing
against. Arguments include the research they found for their first draft. Once the two students have made
their points to the class, they as a whole vote through a Nearpod lesson I have set up. The Nearpod lesson
allows me to control some of the bias that could happen with the students and also helps keep the
students on track of who is supposed to present next. Once the votes have been cast, I write down the
winners on our bracket. The next Friday, students do not necessarily present, but more so remind each
other why they are still better, even against a new topic. This will continue until we have one Geometry
topic and one Algebra topic left. Those students will earn rewards through our schools’ PBIS (Positive
Behavior Interventions and Supports). During the last week of the competition, my two remaining
students are allowed to “campaign” to win the vote of which topic is better. A winner is picked from the
final two, earning points with PBIS and I have some sort of treat for the student.
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While the classroom competition is going on during the month, I check the first draft of the paper. In
this draft I focus more on content and accuracy of information. It is a chance to remind students of page
length requirements (Table 1, appendix) or give them some options for more research. I return my
comments on the first draft by the next Friday. Students then have one week to fix and resubmit the
paper. This second draft is where I focus more on grammar, spelling, and flow of the paper. Once I send
the paper back with my comments, it is up to the students to fix their papers and submit the final draft by
the last Friday of the in class competition.
For your classroom, you can change and alter the project as needed. For higher math classes such as
Pre-Calculus or Probability and Statistics, you can break it down further like the “March Madness” bracket
and have four parts. I allow the first Friday to take most, if not all, of the block to present arguments, but
this can be altered to whatever schedule you need. Depending on the number of students you have, you
could change the number of topics on each side to add more or less. You could also require students to
cover more topics and have their research paper be a compare and contrast of the topics they have picked.
I give extra credit to students who choose to research two topics, but they only have to write one paper.
When the idea of “Math Madness” came to me, I really did not think it could be as successful as it
was in that spring semester. My intention was just to find a way to incorporate our school literacy plan
without making the students read a book they probably would not like. If I had known the success “Math
Madness” would be, I would have started it that first semester of teaching. Now, I am working on a way
to incorporate it for the fall semester with football. At a time where literacy rates in South Carolina are at
a low, and teachers are working harder than ever to include the Read to Succeed initiative in every
classroom, “Math Madness” is the perfect solution. Who doesn’t want a project that is interesting,
complies with state standards and initiatives, and creates a positive competition between the students?
References
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Appendix
Points
Origin of Topic

25
Mentions at
least three
major topics
on origin.
(inventor,
where it
was
invented,
and year)

20
Mentions at
least two
major topics
on origin.
Does not
cover one
topic.

15
Mentions at
least one
major topic
on origin,
but does not
cover two
topics.

10
Mentions
at least
one topic
on origin,
but does
not cover
the major
ones.

5
Does not
mention
origins or
discuss the
major
topics.

What It Is

Detailed
description
of the topic
and
methods of
solving.

Detailed
description
of the topic
or methods
of solving.

Vague
description
of the topic
and methods
of solving.

Vague
description
of the
topic or
methods
of solving.

Little to no Did not
description submit or
of the
present.
topic or
methods
to solving.

When We Use
It

At least
three
examples of
real world
applications.

At least two
examples of
real world
applications.

At least one
example of
real world
applications.

Only
provides
book
problems.

Does not
Did not
provide
submit or
any type of present.
problem.

Presentation

At least 3-5
minutes.
Covered at
least one
part of each
of the
research
areas.

Over or
under 3-5
minutes by
1 minute.
Covered at
least one
part of each
of the
research
areas.

Over or
under 3-5
minutes by 1
½ minutes.
Covered at
least one
part of two
of the
research
areas.

Over or
under 3-5
minutes by
2 minutes.
Covered
only one
of the
research
areas.

Over or
under 3-5
minutes by
2½
minutes.
Rambled
and never
discussed
research
topic.

Did not
submit or
present.

Paper

No spelling
errors,
grammar is
correct, and
good flow.

Very little
spelling
errors,
grammar is
mostly
correct, and
good flow.

Some
spelling and
grammar
errors and
flow is okay.

Spelling
and
grammar
errors are
consistent
and flow is
okay.

Mostly
spelling
and
grammar
errors and
poor flow
of paper.

Did not
submit or
present.

Total

Table 1: Rubric for “Math Madness” for easy and fair grading.
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0
Did not
submit or
present.
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Making Imaginary Roots Real
Natasha T. K. Murray
Abstract
Students in an entry-level algebra class attempt to make sense of the relationship between imaginary zeros
and their nonimaginary counterparts

“How can we make sense of what we learned today?” This is a question I commonly pose to my
algebra students in an effort to have them think about the connections between the new concept they
are learning and concepts they have previously learned. For students who have a strong, expansive
understanding of previously learned topics, determining how to “make sense” of new concepts may be
relatively straightforward. However, for students who have limited understanding of foundational
concepts, “making sense” of new material may not be as simple.
NCTM defines sense making as “developing understanding of a situation, context, or concept by
connecting it with existing knowledge” (Martin et al. 2009, p. 4). Providing opportunities for students to
engage in sense making allows them to extend their understanding of mathematical concepts by analyzing
the relationship between different mathematical ideas; they are then able to use mathematics flexibly as
a tool to reason through and solve varied problems. Sense making is instrumental in determining the
meaning of problems and identifying appropriate entry points (CCSSI 2010); as such, it is a critical aspect
of students’ mathematical understanding that should be inextricably interwoven into all high school
programs (Martin et al. 2009).
As students’ sense-making skills are cultivated, each class of students navigates its own unique
path to attempt individually and collectively to “make sense” of the mathematics that they are learning.
As teachers support students along their path of sense making, it is critical to consider that the extent to
which students are able to make sense is related to the extent to which they can connect their learning
with their existing knowledge. Therefore, as students grapple with making sense of new knowledge, it is
important that they fortify their foundational knowledge that will serve as their existing knowledge on
which they can build new understanding. In this article, I share the journey of some of my algebra students
as they sought to “make sense” of imaginary zeros through their existing knowledge of real zeros.
Classroom Context
The students who comprised my first-year algebra classes were heterogeneous with respect to
ethnicity, gender, and income level. With an average class size of 32, these classes also included students
with varying levels of ability and interest; some students eagerly engaged with challenging mathematics
problems; others continuously had difficulty with foundational algebraic concepts. At the time in the
academic year when the students encountered quadratic functions without real zeros, most students
were able to calculate the zeros of a quadratic function using multiple methods, including the quadratic
formula. They were able to estimate the nonintegral zeros of a function by observing its graph. They were
also able to determine how a function is affected graphically when it is translated by adding a constant to
the 𝑥- or 𝑦-variable. They were not, however, familiar with imaginary numbers because in the curriculum
we follow, complex numbers are introduced in second-year algebra.
Extending a Classroom Task
During one of the tasks in class, I provided students with various quadratic functions in the form
𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑎𝑥 2 + 𝑏𝑥 + 𝑐, each of which had real zeros. As they worked with their peers in small groups,
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students identified some of the characteristics of each quadratic function and its graph (e.g., axis of
symmetry, vertex, and zeros), graphed each, explored how each characteristic above related to the graph
of the respective function, identified the similarities and differences between the given functions, and
discussed how translating a function by adding a constant to the 𝑥- or 𝑦-variable affected the graph and
equation of each function. During their discussions, I joined each group for a few minutes to assess their
understanding of the mathematics and to push their thinking further. Either on their own or with my
support, they were able to identify the axes of symmetry, vertices, and zeros of the functions; most
students were also able to discern how changes in the 𝑎, 𝑏, or 𝑐 value of each quadratic affected its graph,
roots, axis of symmetry, and vertex.
After a brief whole-class discussion, I presented students with the following quadratic
equation: 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑥 2 – 6𝑥 + 13. As part of the task, students were to graph the function and determine
its significant characteristics as before. All the students determined, on the basis of the graph, that the
function did not have any (real) zeros. Students’ methods for justifying their answers, however, were
varied; many attempted to use the quadratic formula to support their answer. In the past, when they used
the quadratic formula to determine the zeros of similar problems, they were perplexed by the presence
of negative radicands in their calculations. I explained that they would learn more about these types of
zeros in second-year algebra. For this problem, when the students concluded that
6 ± √−16
𝑥 =
,
2
they explained that since there was no (real) value equivalent to √−16 this meant that no (real) 𝑥-value
would make 𝑓(𝑥) = 0 and, therefore, this supported their conclusion that the function did not have any
(real) zeros. In general, the class agreed that this was an acceptable explanation. One student, however,
was uncomfortable with the finality of that explanation. Fiona (all student names are pseudonyms)
commented that although she understood there were no (real) zeros, she wanted to “make sense” of the
value obtained for 𝑥 in relation to the specific function and its graph. In other words, she wanted to
understand how the roots of 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑥 2 – 6𝑥 + 13 = 0 were specific to this quadratic function and
different from a quadratic whose roots were, say,
−5 ± √6.
Although she understood how to calculate the numerical answer, it seemed arbitrary and did not connect
to her previously developed knowledge of zeros. Several students agreed. We did not have time during
that lesson to address Fiona’s question, so I worked with her and six other interested students the
following day as they attempted to make sense of the imaginary zeros for this function.
Relating Imaginary Zeros to Real Zeros
Before working with the smaller group of seven students the following day, I was concerned that
their “existing knowledge” was not strong enough for them to make sense of complex zeros with nonzero
imaginary values. Students had no prior notion of imaginary numbers nor had they learned how to
perform calculations with them. Additionally, because they were in an entry-level algebra class, they
rarely encountered quadratic functions without real zeros. I fully supported their quest to view an
imaginary root as a value that was not arbitrary, as this could bring them further along a path to making
sense of complex zeros.
Referring to the original function, 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑥 2 – 6𝑥 + 13, I told students they were going to
determine whether there was a relationship between 𝑓(𝑥) and another function with which they were
more familiar—a function with real zeros. I asked students about the types of functions they were familiar
with graphing. They stated and sketched examples of functions with two zeros and one zero. They also
distinguished between a function with a positive 𝑎-value graphed as a parabola that “looks like a ‘U’” and
a function with a negative 𝑎-value graphed as a parabola that “looks like an upside-down ‘U.’” When I
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asked, “Why is the sign
of
the
𝑎-value
significant?”
they
responded that the 𝑎value determines the
direction
of
the
parabola; it is “flipped”
by the additive inverse
of the 𝑎-value.
As
students
individually drew a
graph of 𝑓, I also drew
it on the board. I asked, Figure 1: Omari explained how he determined the equation for 𝑔(𝑥) + 8
“What is different
about this function compared with those we typically see in class?” They stated that the parabola does
not intersect the 𝑥-axis and, therefore, it “has no [real] roots.”
I then asked, “Is there a way we can figure out the equation of a parabola that has [real] zeros
that would be related to this function that doesn’t have [real] zeros?” As students began their discussion,
they determined that the related parabola would have to intersect the 𝑥-axis to have zeros. And, for the
parabola to intersect the 𝑥-axis, they would have to “flip” it. I asked, “How could we ‘flip’ it?”
Fiona stated that the “𝑎-value would have to be negative.”
As students continued their discussion, five of them decided to find the additive inverse of
the 𝑎, 𝑏, and 𝑐 values of 𝑓(𝑥) because “we need a negative value for 𝑎.” Then they graphed their new
equation, 𝑔(𝑥) = – 𝑥 2 + 6𝑥 – 13, on the same graph as the original equation. They realized that
although the parabola was “flipped,” this did not resolve their initial issue of ensuring it would intersect
the 𝑥-axis. I encouraged them to continue: “So, that didn’t work out exactly as we’d hoped, but you’re on
the right track. Is there something else we could do to determine a related function that would be
represented by a ‘flipped’ parabola that has real zeros?”
After a few moments, Omari said that the original parabola and the “flipped” parabola could still
be related if they shared the same vertex. I asked the rest of the students if they agreed with him; they
did. Since they agreed with Omari, I asked them to determine the equation of the parabola of the function
that satisfied these conditions.
Some students decided to reflect the parabola over the 𝑥-axis and then translate the reflected
function to obtain a parabola with their desired conditions. Omari used an approach that was similar to
some of his classmates’ (see fig. 1). In Omari’s explanation, although he referred to the equation of the
reflected image as 𝑓(𝑥), which he indicated as 𝑔(𝑥) in the rest of his work, he explained how he arrived
at the equation for the function that shares the same vertex with 𝑓 but has real zeros.
Two students determined the equation of the related function using a different method. Evelyn
decided not to find the parabola of the image reflected over the 𝑥-axis. Instead, she used the equation of
the axis of symmetry to
determine the 𝑏-value of
the new equation. Since
she already deduced that
the 𝑎-value would be –1,

Figure 2: Evelyn determined the equation of the function using a different method.
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she used the 𝑥- and 𝑦-values from the vertex of the original equation
to determine the 𝑐-value of the new equation that she referred to as
𝑓(𝑥) (see fig. 2).
Although students determined the equation of the new
function using different methods, from this point forward, I will refer
to the equations using Omari’s notation: 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑥 2 – 6𝑥 + 13 as
the original function, 𝑔(𝑥) = – 𝑥 2 + 6𝑥 – 13 as the function
reflected over the 𝑥-axis, and 𝑔(𝑥) + 8 = – 𝑥 2 + 6𝑥 – 5 as the
translation of the reflected parabola that shares the same vertex with
𝑓(𝑥) (see fig. 3).
After students shared how they had arrived at the equation for
𝑔(𝑥) + 8, I told them to determine its zeros so they could decide
whether they were related to those of 𝑓(𝑥). The students used the
quadratic formula to determine {1,5} as the zeros. During their
discussion, several students stated they did not see a relationship
between the zeros of 𝑓(𝑥) and 𝑔(𝑥) + 8; they began to discuss
Figure 3: The black parabola
whether a different related parabola would be better suited for this represents 𝑓(𝑥), the maroon parabola
exploration. I told them that they could not readily see the represents𝑔(𝑥), and the blue parabola
relationship because they had not yet formally learned how to work represents 𝑔(𝑥) + 8 with its zeros
with negative radicands. Two students, however, were able to identify
that the nonreal zeros of 𝑓(𝑥) were related to the real zeros of 𝑔(𝑥) + 8. Before the two students shared
the relationship they identified, I showed the entire group how Alexis calculated the zeros of 𝑓(𝑥) next to
her work for the zeros of 𝑔(𝑥) + 8 so that other students would have an opportunity to determine
whether a relationship existed. Although Alexis incorrectly referred to the related function as 𝑓(𝑥) + 8,
her work was structured in a manner that allowed her peers to identify the relationship in the sixth line
of her work for each function (see fig. 4).
Students’ unfamiliarity with imaginary numbers
prevented them from being able to compare the zeros of
𝑓(𝑥), 3 ± 2, to those of 𝑔(𝑥) + 8, 3 ± 2𝑖. It would
have been better had the computation of the real zero
been delayed to allow students to see the imaginary and
real zeros in parallel forms as, respectively,
𝑥=3 ±

√−16
√16
and 𝑥 = −3 ±
2
2

Alexis’s work enabled them to see the
relationship between the radicand in both functions by
comparing the respective steps in the quadratic formula
(see fig. 5). In their discussion about how they could
make sense of what they learned, students determined Figure 4: Alexis’s work allowed other students to see the
that although they did not fully understand complex relationship between 𝑓(𝑥) and 𝑔(𝑥) + 8.
zeros at this stage, they were able to connect a nonreal
zero to a related real zero, which allowed them to strengthen the foundation of their existing knowledge
and to make sense of imaginary zeros in the future.
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Figure 5: Fiona noticed the difference between the radicands of 𝑓(𝑥) and 𝑔(𝑥) + 8.

Preparing for Sense Making
Through this exploration, students were able to identify a relationship between the complex zeros
of a function and the real zeros of another function reflected over its vertex. They were also able to
determine that complex zeros are not arbitrary and that complex numbers will make sense to them when
they study mathematics in subsequent classes. Supporting students’ expansion of mathematical
understanding on which they will build in higher-level mathematics classes provides them with the
existing knowledge they will need to “make sense” of those concepts.
As the students continue to explore these ideas, they will be able to understand imaginary roots
in a more meaningful and codified way. “As sense making develops, it increasingly incorporates more
formal elements” (Martin et al. 2009, p. 4). When students learn more structured ways to discuss complex
numbers with nonzero imaginary parts, they will be able to develop a stronger understanding of the
relationship between imaginary roots or zeros expressed in 𝑎 ± 𝑏𝑖 form and how they are related to the
roots or zeros of the parabola reflected over the line 𝑦 = 𝑘, where (ℎ, 𝑘) is the vertex. They will also be
able to determine the equation of the related function that has real roots based on what they learned and
explored in first- year algebra. If the quadratic is represented in vertex form as 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑎(𝑥 – ℎ)^2 + 𝑘,
then the equation of the related function 𝑔(𝑥) + 2𝑘 = – (𝑎𝑥 2 + 𝑏𝑥 + 𝑐) + 2𝑘 or 𝑔(𝑥) + 2𝑘 =
– 𝑓(𝑥) + 2𝑘.
Conclusion
Making sense of nonreal zeros can be challenging for students, particularly if they do not have the
strong existing knowledge with which to connect these new ideas. I did not expect my students to make
sense of nonreal zeros or imaginary numbers in an entry-level algebra class. However, now they have an
additional experience on which they can build to make sense of these concepts in the future. This is how
students can begin to understand that numbers that are “not real” still have “real” mathematical value.
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